## RUBRIC – Sell That Character
**Due West Elementary – 2018-2019**
Reading, Writing, & Digital Literacy Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills/Criteria</th>
<th>Beginning (1.5 pts each)</th>
<th>Meets Expectations (2 pts each)</th>
<th>Above Expectations (2.5 pts)</th>
<th>Score (Possible points 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Introduction Sentence(s)** “R” | Information Missing:  
- title of book  
- character name  
- opinion | States title of book and character name  
- Restates question | Creatively states title of book and character name  
- Clearly restates question in own words  
- Clearly states main problem or event of the story |  |
| **Character Description “A” “C”** | Information Missing:  
- Does not include an adjective or main idea about the character  
- Does not cite example from the text | Describes character using adjective or main idea about him/her  
- Cites evidence from book for description | Describes character using more than one adjective or main idea about him/her  
- Cites evidence from book for each description |  |
| **Conclusion Sentence “E”** | Does not explain evidence  
- Does not include a conclusion sentence | Explains evidence  
- States conclusion sentence | Explains evidence clearly  
- States conclusion sentence creatively |  |
| **Digital Literacy** | Written draft is incomplete  
- Flipgrid not posted, or  
- Speech and presentation in Flipgrid not clear, not easily understood | Written draft is complete  
- Communicates efficiently in Flipgrid  
- Visual presentation has few distractions  
- Uses the LC website to read project help | Written draft complete and detailed  
- Communicates clearly and with enthusiasm in Flipgrid  
- Skilled visual presentation  
- Uses the LC website to read project help |  |

**Feedback:**
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_________________________________________________________________